The Comparative Politics Workshop

Fall 2018 Calendar
Tuesdays, 12:30 – 1:50 pm, Pick Hall 506 (5828 S. University Ave.)

Oct. 2  Bogdan Popescu, Princeton University
Maintaining The Empire: The Legacies of the Habsburg Empire in Europe

Oct. 9  Yuna Blajer de la Garza, The University of Chicago
Citizenship and Belonging in Contemporary Mexico and France

Oct. 16 Lauren Perez, The University of Chicago (Society of Fellows)
British MPs Use of Questions Before and After the Brexit Referendum

Oct. 23 Lingnan He, The University of Chicago
The Pattern of Political Trust and Redistributive Preferences: Theory and Evidence from the Chinese Context

Oct. 30 Tania Islas Weinstein, The University of Chicago
Art, Nationalism, and Representation in Contemporary Mexico

Nov. 6 Guillermo Trejo, The University of Notre Dame
Transitional Justice as a Deterrent of Criminal Violence in New Democracies: Evidence from Latin America
Joint session with the Center for Latin American Studies

Nov. 13 Peter Lorentzen, University of San Francisco
Personal Ties, Meritocracy, and China’s Anti-Corruption Campaign
Joint session with the East Asia Workshop

Nov. 20 No session – Thanksgiving week.

Nov. 27 Tiffany Barnes, The University of Kentucky
Voting Procedures and Women’s Access to Power: A Quasi-Experiment in Argentina

Dec. 4 Christian Davenport, The University of Michigan
Derationalizing State Repression
Joint session with the American Politics Workshop – Tuesday Dec, 4th at 3:30pm

Papers are distributed through our mailing list. To subscribe to it and for more information, visit voices.uchicago.edu/compol/. Please email the student workshop coordinator at genbates@uchicago.edu with any inquiries or if you anticipate needing special accommodations.